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New technology has led to the creation of wearable robotic devices to improve leg movement for activities
such as standing and walking. This page discusses its use in people after spinal cord injury (SCI).

Key Points
• Robotic exoskeletons are electromechanical devices that are worn around the limbs to support
activities such as standing and walking in SCI people.
• In addition to improved mobility, robotic exoskeletons allow increased levels of activity for
general health benefits related to regular exercise.
• Limitations of using exoskeletons include their high costs, limited availability, and restricted use
in real-world settings.
• Moderate evidence shows that exoskeletons increase safety and decrease energy requirements
during walking for people with thoracic SCI.

What are robotic exoskeletons?
Robotic exoskeletons are wearable electromechanical
devices that enhance movement of the legs. Although
originally developed for the military, robotic exoskeletons
have begun to be used in a rehabilitation setting to aid
movement of weak or paralyzed legs. In a rehabilitation
setting, these devices are also known as powered gait
orthoses. They are electrically powered at the joints,
allowing the hips, knees, and ankles to move. The greatest
advantage exoskeletons have over passive orthotics or
braces is that they are programmed to enable coordinated
movement without much effort from the user. This is
especially so since exoskeletons carry their own weight as
well as that of the user. Movements that most
exoskeletons assist include sit-to-stand and walking.
As of 2019, many different models of exoskeletons exist,
and this number continues to grow as research and
technology progresses. However, it is important to note
that only three have been approved by the FDA for sale in
North America and only two have been approved for
home use, while the other is only approved for research

A robotic exoskeleton can help SCI individuals walk
independently.1
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and rehabilitation purposes. The two that are approved for home use are the ReWalk and the Indego,
while the Ekso has been approved for research and rehabilitation purposes. The current models of
exoskeletons have the ability to move from 0.2-2.6 km/hr, and weigh between 12-38 kg.
Exoskeletons are slowly moving into the community. Currently, most models can only move over flat,
smooth surfaces. However, some can go up inclines. Moreover, newer models have the added function
of enabling the user to sit in or wheel a wheelchair without having to take off the device. These
features can increase the independence of people with SCI and enable/enhance the performance of
activities such as standing, walking, and climbing stairs. However, these devices are still expensive,
ranging from $70,000-120,000 USD.
In deciding if robotic exoskeletons are an appropriate option for you, a health care provider will
perform an assessment where they account for factors such as your level of injury, risk for falls and
fractures, and range of movement. Once exoskeletons are deemed appropriate, training will be
required to learn how to properly use the device. A physiotherapist or caregiver may help you put on
and take off the device. Generally, the feet are placed on footplates and the torso, hips, and legs are
strapped into the exoskeleton. Some models extend upwards to include a backpack-like structure,
which offers more trunk support and contains the computer and battery. Other models are secured
only at the waist and below. In addition, some models can be programmed externally using a tablet. A
pair of forearm crutches or a walker is often used to maintain balance. As someone with SCI walks,
the built-in sensors and motorized joints (hip, knee, and/or ankle) constantly accommodate to
encourage a rhythmic walking pattern. When the individual improves their own walking function and
requires less assistance, the exoskeleton can be adjusted to provide less support.

What is the history behind robotic exoskeletons?
The term “exoskeleton” was originally borrowed from animal biology.
An exoskeleton (such as a shell) is an outer cover that protects and
supports the animal. In a similar way, robotic exoskeletons have been
designed to help externally support and enhance human movement.

A conceptual
diagram of the
Hardiman.2

The earliest exoskeletons were developed with a military focus, aimed
to help soldiers carry heavier loads, run faster, and jump higher. In
1968, the first exoskeleton, dubbed “the Hardiman” was developed in
partnership with the US military. This exoskeleton was originally
designed to help amplify soldiers’ strength by 25 times (i.e., lifting a
1500 lb item would feel like you are lifting a 60 lb item). Although the
Hardiman was created and worked, it was not without limitations. First
of all, the exoskeleton itself weighed 1500 lb. It was hydraulicallypowered and required pumps and bladders that could fill a room.
Despite its abilities, it was not very functional.
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In 1972, a team from Yugoslavia developed the first functional exoskeleton:
the kinematic walker. This device was the first of its kind; a powered robot
consisting of a single hydraulic actuator (motor), which reduced its size. The
kinematic walker was designed as a walking orthotic, and allowed for smooth
movements to be made. Some movements the exoskeleton was able to
perform included flexion and extension of the hip, knee, and ankle, in addition
to abduction and adduction of the legs. Although this exoskeleton only
weighed 12 kg, it required a separate power source and a computer, which
were externally located from the exoskeleton.
In 2001, the first exoskeleton products started
For information on
being
sold.
The
Lokomat,
a
robotic
exoskeleton
treadmill-based robotics,
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that was suspended over a treadmill, was one of
Body Weight Supported
the first exoskeletons used for rehabilitation. Meanwhile, the US Defense
Treadmill Training and
Functional Electrical
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) had announced their Human
Stimulation.
Performance Augmentation program which offered funding to develop
exoskeletons for military use. From this funding, two separate groups
developed exoskeletons – the Berkeley Lower Extremity Exoskeleton (BLEEX) and the Raytheon
XOS suit. Both suits were created to help soldiers carry extra weight (up to 200 lb!) without feeling it.
Starting in 2010, more rehabilitation-based exoskeletons started entering the market. These include
gait-assistive devices commonly seen in the media today, such as the Ekso, the ReWalk, and the
Indego exoskeletons. These models are described in the section below.

What types of exoskeletons are available?
There are many types of exoskeletons that are currently available for use for individuals with SCI. While some
exoskeletons have only been cleared for rehabilitation purposes, others have separate models for personal or
home use. Below we discuss the general differences between rehabilitation and personal exoskeletons.

Rehabilitation Exoskeletons
Exoskeletons used for rehabilitation are generally heavier than
personal exoskeletons and are often controlled by a computer
and battery located in a backpack worn by the user. However,
rehabilitation exoskeletons often come with more customizable
abilities. For example, the Ekso and the ReWalk allow the
clinician to modify the amount of power (i.e., support from the
robot) for each leg, depending on the ability of the user.
Similarly, the therapy version of the Indego allows the clinician
to control how much weight is supported by the exoskeleton
The Ekso (left), the ReWalk (middle), and the
and how much movement assistance is provided by the
REX (right) exoskeletons .4-6
exoskeleton. Moreover, how steps are triggered can be
programmed in different ways: e.g., by the press of a button, by shifting your body weight, or by initiating a
step using your own muscles. These bulkier clinical models are usually one-size-fits-all, allowing clinicians to
adjust the dimensions of the device (i.e., leg length, hip width, etc.) to treat their clients of varying body size.
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The REX differs from all of the aforementioned exoskeletons in
that it is controlled with a joystick and is able to self-balance,
making it essentially “hands-free”. This feature allows individuals
to perform exercises while standing, including squats, lunges, and
upper body exercises using both hands.

Personal Exoskeletons
Exoskeletons that have been designed for home use are generally
lighter and provide limited support to the torso. Personal
exoskeletons have a battery pack that is connected to the waist, but
otherwise operates similarly to the rehabilitation models in that a
weight shift initiates a step. Furthermore, some exoskeleton
companies have developed apps that accompany the exoskeleton,
allowing the user to independently access performance data.
These personal exoskeletons are usually custom-developed to fit
the user’s unique body dimensions.

The Indego (left) and the ReWalk (right).7-8

What are exoskeletons used for?
While there are many purported benefits of using robotic exoskeletons among individuals with SCI,
strong research evidence is lacking. Exoskeletons are largely used to enhance mobility in SCI, where
they can be used for walk (gait) training during rehabilitation or in the community (at home) to
perform simple daily activities. Although further research is required, some research has suggested that
walking with an exoskeleton may have additional health benefits:

Spasticity
There are mixed findings regarding the effects of exoskeletal
For a review of what
walking on spasticity. Many (weak evidence) studies have found
we mean by “strong”,
that using exoskeletons can result in decreased spasticity. Despite
“moderate”, and
“weak” evidence,
these noted benefits, one weak evidence study reported mixed
9
refer to the SCIRE
findings on spasticity as 26.7% of their study sample saw a
Community
Evidence Ratings.
decrease in spasticity, while 62.2% of participants saw no change and 11.1%
saw an increase in spasticity. The impact of exoskeletal walking on spasticity
may be related to the user’s baseline level of spasticity. In a weak evidence study, users who had low
levels of spasticity prior to using an exoskeleton experienced an increase in spasticity; however, this
increase in spasticity ultimately decreased over 12 weeks back to near zero. Individuals who already
had high levels of spasticity prior to walking in an exoskeleton saw no changes in spasticity.

Bowel function
There is some weak research evidence that suggests walking with an exoskeleton can
help with various bowel functions, including improved regularity of bowel movements,
less time required for bowel management, and decreased enema dose. However, two
(weak evidence) studies have found no effects on bowel function.
10
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Bone health
After SCI, bone mineral density in the legs declines at rapid rates due to inactivity and
weight bearing activities have the potential to help restore bone mineral density. One
study (weak evidence) found that walking in an exoskeleton may increase bone mineral
density up to 14% with 6 weeks of training.

11

Fitness
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Some research (weak evidence) suggests that walking in an exoskeleton can provide
good exercise for the heart and upper and lower limb strength in those with incomplete
SCI. More details about the effect of exoskeletons on fitness are discussed below in the
section: “Can I get exercise benefits from walking in an exoskeleton?”

Pain
A few studies (weak evidence) report a decrease in pain with exoskeleton use, with one
noting a reduction in pain, but not enough to significantly impact everyday life (i.e.,
clinical significance). On the other hand, some weak evidence studies have found no
effect of exoskeleton walking on pain.

13
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Pressure sores
14
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There is some weak research evidence that walking in an
exoskeleton may help avoid the negative effects of prolonged
standing or sitting (e.g., pressure ulcers).

Refer to our articles
on Pressure Sores,
Pain and Spasticity
for more
information!
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What are the risks and considerations for using an exoskeleton?
While a number of benefits are associated with exoskeleton use, there are also factors to consider prior
to using the device in therapy or for the long term.

Risks of using an exoskeleton
Robotic exoskeletons are generally safe when used with discretion. However, there are some risks
associated with its use. Mild adverse effects that have been reported in research include: skin redness,
small abrasions (i.e., scrapes), mild joint swelling, and mild bruising. Additionally, like other simple
orthotics and braces, falls and fractures have been identified as a risk. It is suggested (weak evidence)
that family and friends of exoskeleton users should be trained to deal with emergency situations, such
as falls or the exoskeleton shutting off unexpectedly.
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Considerations of using an exoskeleton in the community
While exoskeleton home use may seem promising, there are some limitations. These include:
• Slow walking speeds, which may not be ideal for everyday activities.
• High costs to purchase the device.
• Lack of availability of community-based exoskeletons.
• Limited capacity or poor efficiency in moving on uneven surfaces (e.g., hills, steps) or complex
movements (turning, side-stepping, backwards walking).
• Being prone to water damage (they are not waterproof).

Are there restrictions or precautions for using robotic
exoskeletons?
There are certain situations where extra attention is needed to determine whether robotic exoskeletons
are appropriate and safe. Consult a qualified health provider for further safety information. Robotic
exoskeletons are not recommended for individuals:
• Who are unable to tolerate standing, even with an assistive device
(walking frame, bracing), due to pain or other complications
(autonomic dysreflexia, orthostatic hypotension).
• With severe neurological injuries (apart from SCI).
• With severe or uncontrolled spasticity.
• With osteoporosis.
• With fractures.
• With severe contractures (deformities that cause joint and muscle
stiffness and limit normal or functional movement of the limbs).

Extreme contractures are
a contraindication for
using exoskeletons.15

Using Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) to counter spasticity
Researchers built a novel device that integrates FES into an exoskeleton to address the issue of
severe spasticity affecting exoskeleton use. In this FES-exoskeleton hybrid, FES complemented
the exoskeleton by stimulating tight extensor muscles to facilitate walking. The authors found that
spasticity was temporarily reduced when FES was used when walking with an exoskeleton.
Furthermore, it was found that the knee was more easily extended when moving from a sit-tostand position, and the forces applied on the knee during sit-to-stand were reduced. While this
(weak evidence) study provides some promise for individuals with severe spasticity to also use
exoskeletons, further research is required.
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How does walking with an exoskeleton change over time?
Using an exoskeleton requires practice. Although walking in an exoskeleton may seem daunting at
first, research suggests that walking proficiency improves over time. In both newly injured (i.e., less
than 6 months since injury) and chronically injured individuals with SCI, weak evidence shows that
walking in the exoskeleton improves over time.

You get faster
Among newly injured individuals, weak evidence from one study suggests that
walking speed in an exoskeleton becomes 3.2x faster after 25 1-hour training
sessions. Moreover, these individuals were able to walk further in an exoskeleton
after their training sessions. Among chronically injured individuals, similar trends
are seen with increases in exoskeleton walking speed in two weak evidence studies.
In another weak evidence study, it was found that 21 sessions were required to
achieve the near-maximal walking speed at the end of a 12-week period, while 62
sessions were required to achieve near-maximal walking distance.

16

Less effort is required
There is both weak and moderate evidence suggesting that the amount of effort it takes to walk using an
exoskeleton decreases over time. This has been evaluated both subjectively (i.e., people feel like walking
in an exoskeleton is not as hard over time) and physiologically (i.e., less demand on your body). This
suggests that individuals are able to walk longer distances with lower effort after training to use an
exoskeleton.

Is using an exoskeleton different for those with acute injuries versus
chronic injuries?
Researchers have noted differences in exoskeleton use among newly injured (e.g., in patients)
and chronically injured individuals with respect to adverse effects and benefits received. Among
people who have recently sustained an SCI, weak evidence indicates that the most common
adverse effect was orthostatic hypotension (a sudden drop in blood pressure). One study found
that orthostatic hypotension commonly occurred after the first stand or after pauses (e.g., to take
vitals, or to turn). However, the frequency of orthostatic hypotension episodes tapered off after a
couple of sessions. Furthermore, another study (weak evidence) suggests that newly injured
individuals may see improvements in their independence and quality of life, whereas those with
chronic injuries do not. More research is required to determine the significance of differences
between acutely injured and chronically injured individuals who use exoskeletons.
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What influences walking speed and skill acquisition when using
an exoskeleton?
What factors influence walking speed?
Among individuals with SCI who use current
exoskeleton devices, the average walking speed is 0.26
meters per second. This speed is fairly slow, and is
lower than the average speed required to walk
proficiently in the community (0.8 meters per second)
and to cross the street safely (1.06 meters per second).
However, walking speed in an exoskeleton is subject
to improvement, depending on various factors.
Some factors that influence walking speed include age,
17
level and type of injury, and the amount of training
one receives. There is some (weak) evidence suggesting that those with incomplete, lower level SCI are
more likely to exhibit faster walking speeds. In particular, one (weak evidence) study found that those
with lower level paraplegia (i.e., T9-L1) were able to walk at significantly higher speeds. Moreover,
there was a weak correlation between older age and faster walking speeds (i.e., older adults walk
slightly faster than younger adults), though this could be related to the age-related difference in injury
severity (that is, older individuals had lower levels of injury). No correlation was found with a greater
time since injury.

What factors influences skill acquisition?
The time it takes to acquire proficient skills to walk in an
exoskeleton varies greatly, ranging from 6-23 sessions. A
variety of factors influence skill acquisition, including
lifestyle, age, age at injury, and body mass index (BMI).
Weak evidence suggests that an active lifestyle is the most
important predictor of skill performance, although being
18-20
younger and having a lower BMI are also associated with
higher skill level. Additionally, the authors note that while having a lower level of injury was a positive
predictor of skill between 2-4 weeks of using an exoskeleton, it did not predict final skill levels.
The type of exoskeleton being used may also influence skill acquisition. For example, weak evidence notes
that a device with more support to the torso may facilitate skill acquisition as it provides more stability.
Although we have summarized the research on factors influencing skill acquisition, the type of exoskeleton
used in each study was not accounted for. As a result, we are unable to tease apart the effects of the
aforementioned factors (e.g., lifestyle, age, BMI) and of the exoskeleton type on acquiring skills.
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Can I get exercise benefits from walking in an exoskeleton?
Although walking in an exoskeleton is used primarily for rehabilitation purposes, the effort required to
use the device is strenuous enough to be considered exercise. For example, one (weak evidence) study
found that walking in an exoskeleton requires 3.34 times more effort than pushing a wheelchair, and
1.9 times more effort compared to walking without impairment, despite walking 7.4 times slower. Not
surprisingly, participants also perceive themselves to be working harder. Participants from three (weak
evidence) studies exercised at a moderate intensity, which is enough to get cardiovascular benefits,
while walking in a robotic exoskeleton. Although some participants from a (weak evidence) study
reported working at a low intensity, the authors noted that based on their heart rate and oxygen
consumption, they were actually working at a moderate intensity. This suggests that some people may
actually be working their bodies harder than they feel they are!
So why is walking in an exoskeleton so much work? Research suggests that using an exoskeleton
requires a lot of work from the arms and torso to support an upright posture and to shift weight to
initiate stepping. However, relative to other walking orthotics (e.g., robotic gait orthoses, hip-kneeankle-foot orthoses), FES, and bracing, walking in an exoskeleton is considerably less effort. So then
why would you use an exoskeleton for exercise if using other walking orthotics is harder work? The
important consideration is stamina. You might work harder walking with rigid braces, but you may
tire out quickly. With an exoskeleton, the understanding is that the assisted walking could allow you to
exercise at moderate intensity for much longer.

What evidence is there for using an exoskeleton in the community?
Currently, there are only two exoskeleton models that have been approved for
community use in North America. As such, there is limited evidence for using
an exoskeleton in the community. In order to use an exoskeleton independently,
individuals should be able to put on and take off the exoskeleton without
professional help. Weak evidence has shown that individuals with paraplegia
are able to independently put on and take off these devices, although those with
tetraplegia are not. Additionally, weak evidence has shown that the time it takes
to put on and take off an exoskeleton can be reduced with practice. Regarding
walking speed in indoor versus outdoor environments, one weak evidence study
has found that there are no significant differences in speed.

21

Some studies have looked at home- and community-based skills that can be completed using an
exoskeleton. One weak evidence study found that the majority of participants could walk
independently without a trainer in an exoskeleton, and perform tasks such as reaching high cupboards,
using a stove, and using a sink, but were not able to walk on carpet and ramps. However, the authors
note that some tasks were more difficult to complete in an exoskeleton, including reaching low
cupboards and opening a fridge and getting items. Other (weak evidence) studies have found that a
small proportion of people were able to do more advanced community-based tasks, such as
entering/exiting elevators, operating automatic doors, navigating revolving doors, and ordering at a
café. More research is required to determine how quickly individuals can pick up these skills.
9
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The bottom line
There are currently many models of robotic exoskeletons continuing to be developed and refined.
Exoskeletons are primarily used for rehabilitation purposes, although some models are available for
community use. Using an exoskeleton has been shown to be relatively safe and easy to learn. Many
benefits have been reported, including being able to ambulate, improvements in bone health, heart
health, spasticity, bowel functioning, fitness, and pressure sores. While there are a lot of positive
findings for robotic exoskeletons, this is an emerging field and stronger research is required to support
these beneficial claims. A strong consideration is to weigh these benefits against cost, and also
compare how these benefits compare to other avenues to achieve similar gains.
For a list of included studies, please see the Reference List. For a review of what we mean by
“strong”, “moderate”, and “weak” evidence, refer to the SCIRE Community Evidence Ratings.
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